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I'll be there on Sunday, but you won't find me. I am against redistribution. If I were to fish with you and help,
I would be redistributing my forty years plus knowledge to a slacker like you who expects a handout at my
expense and not willing to lift yourself up by your boot straps and figure it out on your own. Where the hell
do you get off having this sense of entitlement?????

Complete douchery of epic proportions bringing this crap to the fishing forum. Stupid on my part putting your
initials in my invite thinking you would actually be tolerant of my views though you don’t agree with them but I
guess its par for the course. I was going to stay above the fray but I have to see you gibberish each time I
check in on this thread.
I will find you as I only have to look for the fisherman confiscating other people’s fish as he feels he is entitled to
what others work hard for. And you obviously do not understand redistributing and expecting a hand out. I ASK
(not TAKE) for others to help and they will CHOOSE to either assist me or not. I will accept and be tolerant of
their decision as they have a RIGHT to behave according to one's own free will. Just like you have made your
decision, their decisions will be made free of all coercion, control, obligation or ANY other type of interference
from arbitrary groups. I am not entitled to any knowledge the FFishers have and would never forcefully take that
knowledge by the barrel of gun. I sometimes ask for help but mostly they are charitable and offer it.
Capisce paisan?

